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SOCIAL SEND UPDATE
The main milestone for us, so far, has been the development of the Social Send
Platform. With a lot of hard work from the team, we successfully released the SEND
Platform: the first of its kind in the world, on 25th April 2018. Sending or receiving
crypto has never been so easy, as easy as pie. In the beginning, we released the
platform allowing users to send Social Send Coin via twitter, facebook, discord and
email. From that day, we have been adding more and more features to the platform.
We are growing every day, and our team is giving every input they can, to take SEND
to the next level.
Even in this bear market, the SEND team has worked hard, released new updates
and has more and more partnerships with other projects. As a community coin,
FUNDING is the hardest part for us; however, our team has managed to fund the
project and the platform. We regard ourselves as one of the successful fintech
projects in the bear market. We saw many projects do an ICO and, today, only a few
of them are still alive in the market. Many of the projects either went insolvent or
were revealed as scammers.
So, it's time to release a new roadmap. Our main purpose was to allow users to send
crypto via social networks; make crypto accessible to social network users. And we
have become successful on that. We have released the platform and have more than
10K users using the platform to send/receive crypto easily. Their social network’s
username has become a bank account for them. Hence, we have even enabled
financial freedom to the unbanked.
We have achieved our objective and now our focus is on polishing what we have
built; taking it to the masses and growing a truly massive user base. Instead of
releasing a specific and itemized roadmap, we are releasing a broader overview.
Our main focus was, is and will be on the Social Send Platform. We have connected
more social networks to it; we have partnered with more than 25 projects and
integrated their coins on our platform; we have added security measures in order to
provide safety to the user’s funds and we have released a built-in exchange, in order
to give freedom to users to buy/sell/exchange their coins at an ease.

WHAT CAN BE EXPECTED IN THE NEAR FUTURE? (ON THE SOCIAL SEND PLATFORM)
1.

Integration of more new projects on the platform

2. Integration of more social networks on the platform
3. Listing of SEND platform on CoinGecko and CoinMarketCap
4. New look of the platform
5. Scheduled payments, automated buy/sell/withdrawals
6. Rebate on using SEND as transaction fee and listing fee
7. Staking feature on SEND platform
8. ICO/IEO friendly platform
9. Release of merchant API, exchange API and user API to have seamless
connection with any platform
10. Integration of instant swap via changelly
11. Adding trollbox with rain feature
12. Adding IEO on the platform
13. Release of browser extension
14. Incentive for hodling SENDs on the platform
15. Promos, bounties and incentives to get more new users
16. Adding social network features including posting contents, chats, instant
messaging and group chats
17. Zero fee transactions and trading bounties on timely manner
18. An instant and very easy to use mobile interface
19. Integration of crypto purchase via debit/credit card depending upon daily
volume of SEND
20. Integration of learning with earning feature
21. Working on crypto charity, donation and segregate percentage of revenue
towards social responsibility
22. Moving towards blockchain based domains and file system
23. Integration of one click masternode depending upon the demand of users
24. And many more…

WHAT CAN BE EXPECTED IN THE NEAR FUTURE? (ON THE SOCIAL SEND COIN)
1.

Accept SEND as listing/transaction fee on the platform

2. More incentives for hodling SEND on platform/discord/telegram bot
3. Listing on new exchanges (which comes under our budget)
4. Reward halving every year
5. Partnerships and collaborations with more hosting platforms, portfolio
trackers, informational sites etc.
6. Governance proposal and budget approval via masternode voting
7. Buy back of SEND and burning SENDs to reduce the market supply, giving
better ROI to investors
8. Integration to atomic dexs
9. And many more...

